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THE DOCKET 
Vol. XVI, No. 4 The Villanova Law School December 5, 1978 
VLS In Regional Moot 
Court Competition 
by Bruce Brinser 
This year's arguments' for Reg­
ion No. 3 of the National Moot 
Court Competition were held in 
Philadelphia, providing a nearby 
showcase for three VLS students. 
The Villanova team, consisting of 
Fred Lauten, Scott Eichhorn and 
Roger Huggins, advanced to the 
quarterfinals before suffering a 
narrow defeat. 
Villanova's representatives are 
chosen on the basis of the 
preceding year's Reimel Com­
petition. The Reimels are strictly 
"in house", but the highest-placed 
team of second-year students is in­
vited to represent the school in the 
National Moot Court Competition. 
For this Competition, a third team 
member is added. Since last year's 
winning Reimel's team included 
James Baker, a third-year student, 
as well as Fred Lauten, it was 
necessary to add two new mem­
bers. Scott Eichhorn and Roger 
Huggins, who had reached the 
Reimel semi-finals, rounded out 
the team. 
The Bar Association of the City 
of New York, Young Lawyers Sec­
tion, sponsors the National Moot 
Court Competition. They issue a 
"problem" in August to over one 
hundred schools throughout the 
nation. Region No. 3 includes the 
states of Pennsylvania, Delaware, 
Maryland and the District of 
Columbia Every law school in the 
Region except Antioch of D.C. 
(competed.) That meant fourteen 
teams arrived in Philadelphia for 
a two-day battle. 
Each team argued twice on the 
first day; once on each side of the 
issue, against different opponents, 
and before different judges. Judges 
were drawn from a pool including 
federal, state and municipal 
judges, U.S. Attorneys,' and 
lawyers in private practice. 
Villanova won both its 
arguments the first day, along ^ 
with four other teams. Since only 
four teams could advance, one had 
to be eliminated." Based on a com-
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plicated scoring system intended 
to promote objectivity (the teams 
are not identified when they 
argue), Duquesne was eliminated 
by a fraction of a point. 
The teams are judged ^ on the 
first day solely on their oral 
arguments. Briefs are submitted 
three weeks in advance to a 
special Brief Judging Committee, 
which assigns a point score to 
each brief. 
On the second day, the brief 
points count along with orals. 
Villanova met Maryland (the 
UCLA of the East), while George­
town met Delaware Law School. 
Georgetown and Maryland were 
selected as finalists, with 
Georgetown the overall winner. 
Villanova's loss to Maryland was 
especially close; the final score 
showed the teams only twenty-six 
hundredths of a point apart. VLS 
won the oral argument, but Mary­
land won the battle of the briefs. 
Both Georgetown and Maryland 
will advance to the Finals in New 
York City. 
Prof. John M. Hyson, faculty ad­
visor to Villanova's Moot Court 
program, pointed out that for 
many years VLS had not par­
ticipated in the national contest. 
Former Dean Reuschlein believed 
that the contest had become "a 
competition among faculties, 
rather than students." Contest 
rules allow the team members to 
have an initial discussion with 
faculty members. The team may 
also run through a practice 
argument before the faculty, with 
a critique afterwards (as long as 
the critique is not for the purpose 
of altering the substantive content 
of the team's argument). Of 
course, such rules are hard to en­
force. Some schools undoubtedly 
follow them more closely than 
others. 
There are other differences be­
tween the schools. Some schools, 
for instance, offer one or two 
credits for participation in the 
national contest. Villanova offers 
no credit beyond the one credit 
earned by completing the first 
round Reimel argument. 
The nature of this year's 
problem also created difficulties. 
The problem dealt with judicial 
review of a rule promulgated by 
the FTC. It was complex, with 
many issues and side-issues. Few 
courts outside the District of 
Columbia have much experience 
with such matters; local judges as 
well as contestants were basically 
unfamiliar with the territory. But 
this handicap, if such it were, was 
shared by all the teams. 
One final question remains 
unresolved for this year's VLS 
team. The Pennsylvania Trial 
Lawyers present an annual award 
to the Pennsylvania team that 
does the best in the competition, 
the Frank Edward Roda Memorial 
Award in the amount of $500. The 
Villanova team believed that it 
had qualified for the award, based 
on its being the only Pennsylvania 
team among the final four. 
However, a question was raised 
concerning the ties between 
Delaware Law School and 
Widener College, also a Penn­
sylvania school. However this con­
troversy is finally resolved, Villa­
nova can take pride in the ac­
complishment of Messrs. Lauten, 
Eichborn and Huggins. 
VILLANOVA'S representatives in the Regional Level of the Nationali Moot Court competition were, left 
to right, Scott Eichorn, Roger Huggins, and Fred Lauten. 
DINERSTEIN ON 
SUPREME COURT DECISIONS 
by Kathleen Yesenko 
Joan Dinerstein, anchorwoman 
for WCAU-TV in Philadelphia, 
was the Keynote Speaker at the 
Fall Roundtable Banquet held 
Oct. 28,1978 at Villanova. She was 
w£irmly received by a group of fifty 
people. The topic was on the 
Supreme Court Incision requiring 
the divulging of news sources and 
its implication on the media. 
Believing that she must be im­
partial in her job as anchorwoman, 
Joan Dinerstein was nevertheless 
able to talk candidly and editor­
ialize her views on the media. 
Since the Supreme Court 
Decision, Myron Farber is a free 
man, the New York Times is 
paying court and lawyer fees, and 
reporters are starting to think 
about buying shredding machines. 
The Court had to decide who 
comes first — the reporter and his 
notes, or a man's life. This has a 
profound effect on the competency 
of a reporter who must rely on his 
sources. 
A reporter, according to Ms. 
Dinerstein, has to be straight, 
honest, and yet a little shady 
because "you have to be willing to 
keep quiet about one dirty little 
deed so that you can get the scoop 
on a big dirty deed." An example 
is where a reporter knows a bookie 
is operating illegally but he can't 
turn him in because no one would 
ever trust the reporter again. 
Ms.. Dinerstein traced the 
development of the power in the 
press. In 1971, there was a court 
battle over the releasing of the 
Pentagon Papers. Justice Black 
said, "Only a free and an 
unrestrained press can effectively 
expose deception in government." 
He commended the New York 
Times and the Washington Post 
for serving the purpose of the 
Founding Fathers. Seven years 
later, though, the tide is turning 
against the press. The courts 
upheld the media's function to 
give news and report what is 
found, but limits what and how the 
media can gather. 
Joan Dinerstein believes there 
is something that makes her put 
herself on the line and stick her 
neck out; she wants to let her 
countrymen understand their 
world and how it works. A repor­
ter has an obligation to back up 
the Constitution. "An uninformed 
public, an unenlightened public, a 
lazy public is an emperor's 
dream," she said. "A country 
merely content with being content 
isn't free." 
It's true that today the public 
does not want to hear bad news. 
The public reaction from the 
jailing of a reporter has been far 
from supportive. After the Myron 
Farber and New York Times 
episode, dozens of subpoenas went 
out to reporters all over the coun­
try. This, in Ms. Dinerstein's 
view, is a "spur" to the 
prosecution and the police can't go 
to all the places a reporter can. 
Even though a lot of a reporter's 
information never gets on the air 
because it lacks substantiation, 
it's still ii) the reporter's notes. 
Search warrants are issued in 
many cases now so that an officer 
can go into a newsroom and look 
through a reporter's notes. The 
warrant must specify exactly what 
the officer is looking for; mean­
while, the officer is finding other 
things in the notes besides the par­
ticular items he's looking for. 
Ms. Dinerstein finds it difficult 
to believe there are courts and 
people who are trying to stifle the 
press. Some people think it's a 
move towaid a type of under­
ground government that gives 
illusions of freedom and 
democracy, but privately is 
making a lot of multi-national 
deals. 
Frank Rizzo did not go un­
noticed in Ms. Dinerstein's 
speech, especially since he's one 
of the most quotable people 
around who "takes off on the 
press." She traced his views on 
the press: 
On Taylor Grant, outspoken 
radio commentator, Frank Rizzo 
said, "I think that some of the ac­
tions I've witnessed of Grant are 
of greater threat to this country 
than freedom of the press." 
Rizzo, in 1978, said, "If it 
weren't for the press in this city, I 
could run the place the way I 
want." 
Marty Feinberg explained 
Rizzo's views. "It was the media 
who brought up race as a cam­
paign issue, not Mr. Rizzo." 
Rizzo later said, "Black repor­
ters are against me." He wanted 
more reporters like "Poles and 
Italians" who could be fair to him. 
On the media, Rizzo stated, 
"The media is a threat to our 
democracy." 
Even though it's easy to take 
pot shots at the Mayor when he's 
on the television screen, Joan 
Dinerstein believes he has 
charisma. 
Ms. Dinerstein said, "What you 
are depends on what you know." 
She believes a free press is all we 
have left, otherwise America will 
be in danger of losing this tool of 
enlightenment. Lawyers, she 
believes, are the last defense a 
profession that grows in power. 
Ms. Dinerstein also spoke 
briefly on women in the media. 
"I'm a woman and I work on 
television," she laughed. A repor­
ter often gets lessons in humility. 
Her two maxims are: 
1) People will often mistake you 
for some reporter on another net­
work. She plays along and signs 
autographs £is other people. 
2) You never leave "Palumbo's" 
empty-handed. Mr. Palumbo once 
spelled her name out (incorrectly) 
in sausages! 
An excellent speaker, Joan 
Dinerstein spoke warmly and 
frankly about the media. She is 
serious about her work but still 
maintains a sense of humor. She is 
compassionate, yet concerned for 
the well-being of people in the 
Philadelphia area, and the public 
at large. She is a tribute to the 
journalism profession both as a 
woman and as a reporter. 
New Exam 
Rule 
by Tom Brenner 
At a recent Faculty meeting ad­
ditional relief was granted to 
students with exam conflicts. The 
new rule approved by the Faculty 
permits a student with five 
examinations in the first seven 
days of an exam period to re­
schedule one of these 
examinations. This rule was draf­
ted by the Grading and Exam 
Process Committee and sent to 
the Faculty for approval, based on 
a proposal submitted by the 
student representative on this 
committee, Thomas Brenner. This 
new rule is added to the existing 
criteria permitting the reschedu­
ling of examinations which in­
cludes the same day conflicts, 
three exams in three succesive 
days or four or more exams within 
five days. 
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Taking A Look 
A t P hilly *s Fines t 
Police representatives often claim that the policeman 
"puts his life on the line seven days a week." The number of 
officers killed annually in the United States, though it has 
. increased over the years, now averages 100 men. This 
provides the average officer a 3,500 to 1 chance of surviving 
the year. This is better odds than those faced by taxi 
drivers and coal miners; however, taxi drivers and coal 
miners are not nearly as controversial as policemen, at 
least not in Philadelphia. This issue The Docket has had 
the opportunity to look at police and the Philadelphia High­
way Patrol in particular. We would like to extend our ap­
preciation to Police Commissioner Joseph O'Neill, In­
spector John Craig and Officers Kahn and Langen of the 
Community Relations Bureau for arranging a "police ride 
along" for members of The Docket staff. 
Photo by Diana Segletes 
Philadelphia policemen on the beat. 
Probable Cause Takes A Backseat 
by Kate Harper 
"Well, what do you think?" 
"Probable cause? No, I don't 
think they did." 
"Me neither. Do you think they 
saw something we didn't see?" 
"No. I think they stopped him 
because he's black and that's an 
expensive car." 
"Oh." 
* If « 
There we were, two first year 
students, sitting in the back of a 
police car on a Friday night in a 
Philadelphia neighborhood that 
I've never seen in the daylight. 
We were playing a game of 
"backseat driving" while we ac­
companied two members of the 
Highway Patrol on their 5 p.m. to 
1 a.m. shift. We were pretty savvy 
— knew what the Supreme Court 
considered "probable cause" to 
stop someone, and what was con­
sidered necessary then to conduct 
a "frisk" for weapons. We had, af­
ter all, spent a not inconsiderable 
period of time in criminal law 
class discussing those very things 
and the Supreme Court's precise 
language and reasoning with-
regard to them. 
Yeah, I knew a lot, but I learned 
a few things that night I'll never 
forget. It was an education in mak­
ing split second decisions on 
situations Supreme Court justices 
could study for months without 
agreeing on, and about what it 
must be like to grow up black in a 
city like Philadelphia. 
The ride-along was set up, at 
Dean Gerald Abraham's sug­
gestion, by first year students 
Wendy Demchick and Stephen 
Bernstein. 
It gave about 50 Villanova Law 
students the chance to accompany 
a pair of Highway Patrol officers 
on a regular shift. The Highway 
Patrol is called the "elite corps" 
of the police force: it doesn't 
normally handle calls for trans­
portation to hospitals, or for get­
ting the neighbors to quiet down. 
The unit's target is crime, and the 
patrol is only assigned to sections 
of the city where the crime rate is 
high. 
Some have said that the "boot 
cops" are the "most brutal" on the 
force. None of the students I talk­
ed to saw an officer use excessive. 
force, but many said they Saw 
cases where the police stopped 
and frisked people — black, male 
people — apparently without suf­
ficient cause. 
That night, the City seemed to 
be divided as clearly and as vividly 
as an atlas that arbitrarily de­
signates one country green and 
another red. Only, in Philadelphia, 
the divisions went like this: 
"minority" neighborhoods, "mix­
ed" neighborhoods and "white" 
neighborhoods. The "minority" 
neighborhood our patrol car tra­
versed seemed to me like a combat 
Although we were in an un­
marked police car, we were con­
spicuous. The eyes that followed 
our progress up and down the 
streets were wary and hostile. 
"Legal" or not, actions that 
would have been unconscionable 
had they been done to me suddenly 
seemed reasonable. We stopped 
everybody, and the couple of 
knives and handful of joints 
seemed to validate the illegal sear­
ches. "Who knows; but that the 
next guy might have a gun." 
That's what we thought while we 
watched, even though the searches 
Meeting 'Brains and Brawn' 
by TIsh Dugan 
The "police ride along" was a 
good experience for me. To get a 
degree in criminal justice I had 
spent a night of research in a local 
drunk tank, taken a midnight tour 
of the roundhouse, and team-
taught a college English course at 
Graterford prison. I looked for­
ward to a side of the system I'd 
never really seen first hand before. 
The team my partner and I rode 
with referred to themselves as 
"brains and brawn". While one 
seemed to be on every F.O.P. 
athletic team from bowling to soft-
ball, the other spent his spare 
time pursuing a college degree at 
LaSalle. Behind the leather 
jackets and boots were two ar­
ticulate and well informed pro­
fessionals. 
Unlike some of my colleagues 
with other teams, the conversation 
in our car never quit. My dis­
appointment at being in an un­
marked car with no lights or siren 
to play with was pushed aside the 
moment I got in the car and was 
challenged with, "What's wrong 
with Villanova's football team this 
year?" 
From there the topics ran the 
gamut. Among other things we dis­
cussed MOVE, police burtality, 
Penelope Brace, gays on the force. 
Frank Rizzo, Chinese food, their 
kids, and Animal House. It was 
the conversation that made the 
shift pass so quickly; these of­
ficers asked as many questions of 
us as we did of them. 
The policemen said it would be 
a slow night because the Larry 
Holmes and Ken Norton fights 
were on T.V. Once I found out the 
two had eight kids between them I 
wasn't too anxious for any Starsky 
and Hutch episodes. There was a 
hold-up though and this left me 
with one of my two big im- • 
pressions of the night. 
We were told on the radio that 
there were two robbers, one armed 
and wearing a blue jacket and 
brown hat, both Negroes. Im­
mediately two men fitting this 
description were plucked off the 
street, hustled into handcuffs and 
taken to the scene of the crime 
without any explanation what­
soever. One appeared to have been 
through this a time or two before; 
the other was just a hair short of 
panic. When the store clerk failed' 
to identify either of the suspects, 
they were released. It was up to 
the one black cop at the scene to 
smooth over the ruffled feathers 
and take the verbal abuse being 
dispelled; and he wasn't the one 
who had picked either of them up. 
Our team told us this was ex­
pected of the black officer. I 
wouldn't want to be a black cop for 
anything. 
My other food for thought came 
as a result of watching a German-
town Avenue hooker and her pimp 
hustling the pay day crowd. She 
looked old in the face, definitely 
not the product of a life of leisure. 
When we watched her finally 
depart we were told she has to 
hustle hard since she was in her 
early twenties and at twenty-four 
"they" are over the hill. Maybe 
because I'm a recent twenty-four 
the remark hit me like a slap. I'm 
looking forward to my profrssion 
and she's wrapping up a career 
with no pension plan. 
There were things during the 
course of the eight hour shift that 
bothered me like references to 
some of the kids as chimpanzees. 
From our encounters with non-
highway patrol officers I suddenly 
realized the macho chauvinistic 
remarks many officers are prone 
to make aren't motivated by the 
uniform so much as the gun; 
there's got to be something Freud­
ian in the way they stroke that or a 
night stick when they go into their 
routines. Not having been a psyche 
major, however, I will refrain fromi 
speculating. 
often turned up nothing at all. 
I found myself afraid when the 
Policemen jumped out of the car 
that they would be shot or knifed 
by somebody. They must fear that 
themselves: no wonder they are 
anxious to make sure the person 
they stop is not armed. 
And yet, I was born in Phila­
delphia. I've lived in and around 
this city all my life, and I have 
never been stopped by a police­
man. If it were I who had been 
frisked (after being stopped 
because the right taillight was 
broken), I would have been humil­
iated, angry, indignant. 
One of the officers remarked 
that the young, black men they 
stopped routinely were most "de­
fiant." Yes. And then there were 
the older men the officers frisked 
while they stood outside a corner 
bar. Their nonchalance and 
almost cordial reception can only 
mean that they've been frisked so 
often they're used to .it. 
It seems to me, that working 
day after day in a situation where 
anyone you see can be very dan­
gerous, and where random, routine 
stops of "minority" people turn up 
enough weapons and contraband 
to make a fear for your safety 
seem reasonable, then the in­
evitable result is a kind of racism. 
It seems to me also, that living 
day after day in a situation where 
any policeman you see may stop 
and "harass" you, just because of 
the way you look and the neighbor­
hood you live in, then the in­
evitable result is anger. 
I don't know the answer. I don't 
know how to balance an officer's 
justifiable concern for his safety 
against every person's con­
stitutional right to be free from 
unreasonable searches and 
seizures. What's worse, I don't 
think the Supreme Court knows, 
either. 
I do think, though, that the view 
from the backseat of a patrol car is 
an education every Philadelphian 
could use. 
Not 
Much 
5 Excitement 
By Chris Barbieri 
The Villanova Law School 
Police Ride-Along program pro­
vides the law student with a 
unique opportunity to observe the 
earliest stages of the law en­
forcement process. The Highway 
Patrol officers my partner and I 
were assigned to, had both had 
long careers on the force and were 
very accomodating in answering 
all our questions thoroughly. The 
patrol area we covered was of par­
ticular interest to me since it en­
compassed part of the neighbor­
hood in which I lived almost all 
my life and where I still spend a 
great deal of time (East Mt. Airy-
Germantown). The patrol proved 
quiet and uneventful for the most 
part with the officers occasionally, 
reprimanding a driver for running 
a stop sign or a pedestrian for 
relieving himself against a 
building. 
At one point the officers roun­
ded up several suspects in con­
nection with the robbery of a Silo 
store. One suspect, upon seeing 
my partner and me in the back of 
the police car, announced loudly 
to a passerby that he was being 
detained because the officers 
thought he had assaulted "those 
two white ladies." He and the 
other, noticeably more non­
chalant, suspect were later 
released. Another highlight of the • 
evening occurred when we were 
given the chance to watch ^ a 
prostitute and her pimp negotiate 
with a potential customer. The 
transaction accomplished, the girl 
(appearing to be in her early twen­
ties) disappeared into a rooming 
house around the corner with her 
client in tow. The officers ex­
plained that there was nothing 
they could do to prevent such ac­
tivities under the circumstances 
since none of the parties involved 
would ever admit the nature of the 
situation, and the police would 
never prove anything beyond a 
reasonable doubt. 
Undoubtedly the most inter­
esting aspect of the evening was 
that, aside from minor incidents 
such as those mentioned above, 
the time passed quite peacefully. 
The officers said that this was a 
typical patrol, confirming that for 
the most part the patrols pass 
without remarkable incident. The 
officers added that most distur­
bances, and often the most 
dangerous ones, involve domestic 
fights of one kind or another. Both 
men had been in seriously hazar­
dous circumstances in the past 
and expected the possibility at any 
time of encountering similarly 
threatening situations. But they 
emphasized that the majority of 
police work is not within the 
realm of the melodramatic 
television series, but rather in an 
everyday maintenance of order. 
Officer Langen of the Community Relations Bureau of the Philadelphia 
Police Department ei^lains the purpose of the police Ride-Along pro­
gram to Docket Editor, Tish I>ugan. 
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Thrills, Chills, Spills,,, 
by Bill Kamski 
My mother always wonders how 
I manage to get myself into these 
types of situations. To tell you the 
truth, I'm beginning to wonder 
myself. After being goaded into 
seeing an autopsy, I figured that I 
had reached the pinnacle of ab­
surdity. Two months later, I 
realize how wrong I was. 
Two weeks ago, I was ap­
proached by my Editor about the 
possibility of participating in a 
police ride-along. Immediately 
thoughts ran through my head of 
the thrill of the case, the 
screaming sirens, the crackling of 
10-4's and back alley arrests. The 
next reel had me lying in a pool of 
blood having been shot by some 
deranged cop hater. Weighing my 
alternatives, I figured, what the 
hell, life is short . . . and besides, I 
have a macho image to maintain. 
For the unintiated, the Phila­
delphia police ride-along is some 
crazed P.R. man's idea of showing 
students what police life is really 
like (commonly known as the anti-
Kojak syndrome). Two students 
are placed in a police car with two 
officers of the Highway Patrol (the 
self-nominated elite squad of the 
Philadelphia Police Department), 
and ride with them for a tour of 
duty, observing the inner workings 
of Philadelphia's Finest. 
Arriving promptly at the police 
barracks at 4:45 we were greeted 
by a P.R. man for the force who 
assured us that we were in for a 
great time, that there was nothing 
to worry about, that we were to 
sign release forms, relieving the 
Philadelphia P.D. from any 
liability to our heirs or assigns for 
anything that might happen to us 
while we were having our great 
time. We were also informed that 
if, during the tour, something were 
to happen, we were to remain in 
the car (a needless warning as far 
as I was concerned.) 
At 5:15, my partner and I were 
introduced to our escorts who 
grunted something that passed as 
a hello (or sign of recognition) and 
pointed us in the direction of their 
car. To my total dismay, it was an 
unmarked, totally nondescript, 
late model bomb (so much for 
screaming sirens and crackling 10-
4's). As an aside, the officers in 
this article will go unnamed, 
mainly because they never 
bothered to tell us theirs. Being in 
a reciprocal mood, my partner and 
I followed suit. 
While waiting out an argument 
between our two officers as to who 
was going to find out who had the 
keys to the two cars that were 
blocking us in. I noticed that all 
H.P. officers are attired in quite 
quaint and curious costumes. The 
basic outfit seems to consist of 
black double breasted leather 
jackets, black leather boots, .357 
magnums and a perpetual mean 
look. I half expected bandoliers of 
bullets crossing their chests, but I 
suppose it would claish with the 
total effect. 
Finally getting underway (at ap­
proximately 85 M.P.H.) I made my 
first sage observation about police 
tours. Officers sire notorious fresh-
air fiends. This entails riding with 
the windows open in 40 degree 
weather at break-neck speeds. I 
rationalized that this was to either 
keep awake, or to freeze pas­
sengers in the back seat. 
At approximately 6:30, we made 
cnr first stop, the police main­
tenance garage. While our driver 
departed on some unknown 
mission, the other officer 
remained, looking as uncomfort­
able as we were. My partner, 
rationalizing that if someone 
didn't say something soon one of 
us would end up screaming and 
decided to try to strike up a con­
versation. After tacitly admitting 
that we were considered excess 
baggage for the evening, our of­
ficer informed us that we had just 
stopped to pick up some equip­
ment and that our tour of duty 
tonight would be in one of the 
more dangerous areas of town, a 
duty, he proudly admitted, that 
was given especially to the High­
way Patrol. 
Back on the road again with our 
special equipment (a flashlight), 
we made several detours before 
arriving in one of the most 
dangerous areas" of the city. 
Having spent four years in the 
Bronx, doing undergraduate work, 
I had visions of burned-out 
buildings, sleezy bars, a pimp-
mobile (complete with pimp) and 
assorted unsavory and undesirable 
characters. We ended up 
patrolling an area that reminded 
me of my own North Jersey 
suburb. This led me to consider 
one of two alternatives: either my 
parents have been lying to me all 
these years about being middle 
class, or the Philadelphia P.D.'s 
idea of a dangerous area isn't 
exactly akin to Fort Apache. 
The next few hours are rather 
sketchy in my mind (a polite way 
of saying not overly memorable.) 
With the exception of a" stop and 
frisk for running a red light and a 
stiff warning to an obvious minor 
not to try to enter the corner bar 
for a drink, our time consisted of 
arriving (somehow with a dozen 
other police cars) at the sites of 
suspicious activities, possible 
domestic quarrels and public 
urinations. 
My second sage observation oc­
curred around nine o'clock. 
Having been cruising for over four 
hours, I realized that police of­
ficers must receive special 
training at the academy on not 
having to go to the bathroom while 
on duty. As for mere mortals such 
as myself, I debated on the proper 
method for informing our officers 
that I indeed, had to heed the call 
for nature. I suppose what made 
matters worse is that we had not 
spoken since our stop-over at the 
police garage, and I debated on its 
appropriateness as a conversation 
starter. Much to my relief (pun in­
tended) a stop was made in order 
to file an overdue report. 
Back on the road again, open 
windows and all, we cruised 
through our dangerous neighbor­
hood, munching on dried apples 
and stopping for coffee (I passed). 
Then it happened: the excitement, 
the drama, the pathos (sounds like 
a Rex Reed review, doesn't it?) As 
we cruised down a side street, 
someone noticed three kids 
pushing a shopping cart out of an 
alley way. As the cart hit the curb, 
it tipped over and out spewed 
enough typewriters and adding 
machines to make IBM stock drop 
two points. One of our officers im­
mediately jumped out of the car 
with his partner screaming, "Get 
one of them!" Informing us to 
"hold on" we gave chase to the 
others. "At last! The great chase!" 
I thought, as my partner and I 
smashed our heads together as we 
made a suicidal turn (with one 
door still open). 
As we swung around the corner, 
sending me flying against the door, 
we stopped short and our 
remaining officer mumbled some­
thing about no one being able to 
run that fast. Shining his 
spotlight on the bushes we noticed 
something that could have either 
been a very strange plant for­
mation or a pair of blue jeans. Our 
officer, obviously experienced in 
such matters (or else an expert on 
plant life) bolted from the car and 
nabbed what appeared to be an ex­
tremely scared (though bel­
ligerent) 15 year old who kept 
screaming something about it 
was the other guys who did it. 
After being cuffed, he was placed 
in the back of the car with my 
partner and myself. Figuring for­
mal introductions weren't in or­
der, I decided to keep quiet and 
try to look mean. The overbearing 
odor of Southern Comfort was 
starting to permeate the car. 
We drove back to the scene of 
the crime, so to speak, where our 
remaining officer decided to see 
how his partner had made out. My 
partner decided to Stretch her 
legs, since the back of police 
cars were originally designed 
for molding pretzels. I decided to 
remain in the car under the guise 
of watching our prisoner. I also 
figured that my legs had been in 
one position for so long that they 
probably wouldn't work anyway, 
and besides, I was still mindful of 
our prime directive not, under any 
circumstances, to leave the police 
car (I started to wonder if I had 
already broken that when I went 
to the bathroom). 
Our "prisoner," in the mean­
time, was starting to look more 
sick than scared and since I 
had a suede jacket on, I moved 
slowly (but deliberately) to the 
other end of the seat. Probably 
figuring on starting up a con­
versation, our perpetrator turned 
to me and asked, "Who are you?" 
I figured rather than try and ex­
plain the ride along program, or 
give him his Miranda Warnings, I 
replied. "I'm one of them." "Oh!" 
was the response I got; and once 
again he fell silent. 
As it turned out, the other of­
ficer, after tumbling in the dirt for . 
a while, had managed, with the 
help of a few other officers, to ap­
prehend the other two fugitives. 
Safely packed away in the wagon 
they drove off, leaving us to put 
the assorted items into the trunk 
of our car (leaving me not in a pool 
of blood but with a busted finger­
nail, the result of an attack by an 
IBM Selectric). During the 
loading process, our first real con­
versation occurred. It seems that 
these kids had pried open a win­
dow to the offices of a cracker fac­
tory and had proceeded to help 
themselves to the office equip­
ment. So, back we drove, high in 
spirits and cold (the windows were 
still open). We had participated in 
an honest-to-goodness bust! Gran­
ted all we did was help load the 
trunk, but it was something, 
nonetheless. 
Finally, around 12:30 we headed 
back for headquarters. When we 
arrived we thanked the officers 
and trudged slowly back to our 
own non-descript automobiles. 
I suppose I did come away with 
a feeling of accomplishment of ac­
ceptance and respect after our 
final incident. Why? They drove 
back with the windows closed. 
Peru to, Coxe 
Lock Horns 
by Kate Harper 
Two weeks ago, the Penn­
sylvania House subcommittee that 
conducted a year-long probe into 
allegations of police brutality in 
Philadelphia recently made public 
its findings: the report criticized 
Mayor Frank L. Rizzo and Police 
Commissioner Joseph F. O'Neill 
for "apparently condoning police 
lawlessness." 
Two weeks earlier, Spencer L. 
Coxe, executive director of the 
Philadelphia Chapter of the 
American Civil Liberties Union, 
had made the same observations 
on a "police brutality" panel 
discussion held here. 
While the subcommittee report 
received little official rebuttal 
when first made public, Coxe's 
comments here did not go un­
challenged. 
With him on the panel, spon­
sored by the American Bar As­
sociation Law Students Division, 
was prominent Philadelphia 
defense attorney A. Charles 
Peruto. 
To Coxe's assertion that "Police 
abuse is an institutional problem 
(in Philadelphia) and not a 
problem of the so-called bad apple 
on the force," Peruto replied that 
charges of police burtality were 
simply "a political football." 
Charging the arresting officer 
with police brutality is "the best 
way to get acquitted in Phila­
delphia today," Peruto said. 
Coxe said he preferred the term 
"police abuse" to "police 
brutality" because the former in­
cludes not just excessive force, but 
also "illegal searches and 
seizures, stops and frisks without 
probable cause" and "a whole 
range of illegal police practices." 
Coxe said the Mayor and the 
Police Commissoner have a policy 
of "upholding" police officers ac­
cused of crimes against citizens, 
"right or wrong," and of "lying 
when necessary to cover up for 
police who may have committed 
crimes against civilians. 
"The individual police officers 
(Continued on page 4) 
...And Violence 
by Tom Wilkinson 
"Ever been to this part of Phila­
delphia before?" Fritz asked. 
"This area didn't use to be' too 
bad," he continued. "But now the 
people that live down here would 
just as soon kill ya as look at ya. 
They have no'respect for human 
life." 
"They," it was clear, were the 
blacks. But Fritz never referred to 
them as blacks, although he 
referred to them a lot. They were 
the source of the city's ills, the 
root of violent crime, the reason 
his old neighborhood isn't fit to 
live in now. 
, During the course of the evening 
ride Fritz detailed a number of 
large scale plans to rid the city of 
its black population, but he 
seemed resigned to the fact that 
they were there to stay. And he 
predicted that if his man Mayor 
Rizzo lost the charter battle the 
situation would get much worse. 
He suggested that "they" planned 
to take over the country. 
It had been a slow night, other 
than Fritz's talk. He and his part­
ner Mike agreed that the nights in 
July and August are. much better 
— never a need to go searching for 
crime on the streets because 
"something's happening all the 
time." This Friday night, to their 
chagrin, every time something 
happened we were the second car 
to arrive on the scene. And what 
was worse, the same guys kept 
beating us to the calls. Not much 
to do about it but hope our luck 
gets better, and in the meantime, 
call out the window to good look­
ing women and scream profanities 
at lousy drivers. 
Fritz appeared amused at the 
sight of a black man on the street 
outside a corner bar. The man, 
wearing a bulky green jacket, was 
doing his best to keep a safe dis­
tance away from another black 
who was moving toward him, 
visibly angry. Probably drunk. The 
man giving chase slowed to a brisk 
walk as we passed by. Chuckling, 
Fritz cried out to the man, "Shoot 
the f !" 
Just a few minutes later the 
Highway Partol team's luck 
changed. Fritz and Mike were the 
first to arrive at the scene of a 
stabbing. It was the man in the 
bulky green jacket. A meat cut­
ter's knife, perhaps ten inches 
long, lay under a car parked out­
side the corner bar. 
It seems the attacker wasn't 
carrying a gun. 
By Kathleen Yesenko 
My partner and I were lucky to 
be teamed up with two very funny 
and personable Highway Pat-
rolers. Af first, we were reluctant 
to ask question or even speak, due 
to the authoritative atmosphere. 
After all, we were sitting in the 
back of the police car — the place 
were the rapists, muggers, and 
dope addicts sit. Never before 
have I gotten such dirty looks 
from passers-by who believed we 
were "criminals." I held up my 
arm as if to say, "See, no hand­
cuffs." 
But Tony and A1 were sociable 
and asked us about law school and 
life in general. Their basic con­
cern was to listen to the calls that 
came over the police radio while 
touring the district. A call came 
through about a break-in and the 
patrol sped to the scene. It turned 
out the owner accidentally set off 
his own burglar alarm. 
As we were cruising along, A1 
suddenly slammed on the br^es 
and the two officers ran out of the 
car and started to frisk a group of. 
'See, no handcuffs' 
teenagers. I asked my partner "Is 
this legal? "Where's the probably 
cause?" 
"Be quiet," he answered. "I 
don't want to walk home." 
It seemed that one of the youths 
was dealing in marijuana. A1 
noticed the youth flashing a bun­
dle of money and since money is 
not common in that neighborhood, 
he suspected drug dealing. 
Marijuana was found on the youth 
so he was handcuffed and another 
patrol car took him to the precinct 
to be booked. 
Tony had to file a report (much 
of a patrol officer's time is spent 
doing paperwork) so we went to 
Philadelphia Police Headquarters 
where we got a guided tour of the 
facilities. Of special interest is the 
room where the telephone calls 
are received from the community, 
typed into a computer, and dispat­
ched according to priority. 
Sometimes a police car does not 
show up right away because there 
are other calls higher in priority. 
We also saw the narcotics lab and 
spoke with some of the undercover 
officers. 
Back on patrol, our police of­
ficers stopped a N.J. driver when 
his car was swerving back and 
forth. Obviously intoxicated, the 
man brushed the whole matter off 
as trivial — especially the fact 
that he did not have a license. A 
paddy wagon arrived to take him 
away. 
Throughout the night, both of­
ficers expressed their views 
(prejudicial or not) toward the 
minorities of the neighborhood. At 
one point, an officer put the spot­
light on a black man strolling 
down the street and said, "Smile, 
you're on Johnny Carson." Later, 
another man was stopped on the 
street because he was carrying an 
awkard package on his back. He 
explained that it was simply his 
"spiritual flute." We all got a 
laugh out of that line. 
The ride proved to be very in­
teresting. Despite certain 
questionable "tactics," the of­
ficers were informed and con­
cerned for their community. 
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Philly Judge Looks At Police Brutality 
by Chris Barbieri 
Judge Lynne Abraham was born 
and raised in West Philadelphia 
and West Oak Lane, attended 
local public schools, followed by 
Temple University where she 
graduated with a B.A.in English in 
1962. She then went on to Temple 
•Law School where she was one of 
two women in her entire class. Af­
ter graduating from law school, 
Judge Abraham took a job with 
HUD reviewing contracts, funding 
requests and applications for 
loans until she was recommended 
by Richard Sprague to Arlen 
Specter to work in the Dis­
trict Attorney's office. She 
worked in the District Attorney's 
office for five and one-half 
years, almost five of which she 
spent in homicide after she won 
a first degree verdict in her 
first murder trial. She lost very 
few cases after that due to, she 
claims, "thorough preparation" 
for each case. At the age of thirty-
one, she was made the head of the 
Redevelopment Authority by 
Mayor Rizzo, who then fired her 
fifteen months later as the result' 
of a "policy" disagreement. Judge 
Abraham thereafter worked 
briefly with the District Attorney 
again and with City Council 
researching and drafting legis­
lation, until she ran for a spot on 
the municipal court and received 
more votes in the election than 
any other candidate on the ballot, 
except the mayor. Now, 37, Judge 
Abraham's future plans are to run 
for election to a higher court, at 
the least, the Common Pleas 
Court, in May. When asked re­
cently of her opinion of the Phila­
delphia police, and the issue of 
police brutality in particular. 
Judge Abraham gave the following 
impressions: 
You have to understand that my 
exposure to the police is not only 
limited, but also channeled in a 
certain direction. I've never been 
arrested. I've never been 
mistreated by a police officer. 
Even when I was stopped on the 
street for traffic violations, I've 
never been spoken to rudely or 
harshly. On the other hand, I 
never spoke rudely or harshly to a 
police officer or provoked the 
police officer. As a District At­
torney I was representing the 
Commonwealth and the police of­
ficers were my witnesses and they 
always did a competent job, not 
always 100% , but at least they did 
a decent job. As a judge, I listen to 
police officers and some do a very 
.good job and some do a rotten job. 
They run the gamut like everyone 
else, lawyers, teachers, judges and 
the like. And I also think that one 
of the jobs I wouldn't want to have 
is that of a police officer. There's 
something that happens between 
citizens when somebody puts on a 
uniform, any kind of uniform, 
whether it's a police officer's uni­
form or a judge's uniform — any­
thing that sets you apart from 
anybody else automatically 
changes the feelings or the reac­
tions of people to you. I wouldn't 
want to take the abuse police of­
ficers do. 1 wouldn't want to carry 
heavy, heavily-panting, sickly 
people down the steps from the 
fourth floor walk-up, have people 
try to take a punch at me, or show 
me how tough I am, or tell me 
they're going to take my gun away 
from me and shoot me with it. I 
wouldn't want to take the abuse. I 
really wouldn't want to do what a 
police officer does and I salute 
them for it. So that's the positive 
side. 
On the negative side, I find that 
I am on the receiving end of a lot 
of criticism and a lot of observa­
tions from people who live in the 
city, some from people who live 
out of the city. For instance, two 
friends of mine came in from Cali-
Judge Lynne Abraham 
fornia. They are of. the opinion 
from what they read in the press 
out there that our police depart­
ment is the most brutal in the 
whole United States. All they keep 
reading about is the police depart­
ment, how they shot this guy, how 
they beat up that guy, and so forth. 
I suspect there has to be — I can't 
disagree with Chuck Peruto more 
and obviously he's paid by the 
F.O.P. so he's going to say there 
isn't police brutality. I think, 
however, there's a tendency just to 
rely on the words "police 
brutality" — "Oh, that's a good 
word — we'll call it police 
brutality." I don't think "police 
brutality" is accurate because it 
says all police are brutal or there 
is a special kind of brutality reser­
ved for police officers. I think 
these are officers or people who 
either because of emotional, psy­
chological or other reasons, can't 
control their emotions and do hurt 
people. And just because they hap­
pen to wear a badge or a gun or a 
uniform for their job doesn't make 
them different from anyone else, 
and I think there is a certain per­
centage of the police officers who 
do engage in conduct which is far 
beyond that which is necessary. I 
don't know what the percentage is. 
From what I read, I think it's a lot 
smaller than most people would 
think it is. There's always the gray 
area. There are some police of­
ficers who wouldn't hit anybody, 
who haven't had their gun out of 
their holster in 20 years, and there 
are others who always have their 
gun out and always hit. But I think 
from what I've seen, it's a relative­
ly small number. On the other 
hand, you could say: "Well if one 
police officer shoots a suspect 
who's fleeing from a car chase 
that's one police officer too 
many." Okay, I've had two cases 
this week involving killings by 
police "officers. One, which soun­
ded on the basis of what I heard 
was, under the circumstances, not 
an unreasonable thing to do, 
although that is going to be 
ultimately a jury question. The 
other, in which I heard a witness 
testify, if the jury believes her, 
that officer murdered another 
human being, a man who was 
hand-cuffed with his hands behind 
his back. There are also the 
variety of cases where people 
claim they were beaten by the 
police; some were and some 
weren't. Sometimes there's a com­
pulsion to say there was an un­
justifiable beating, or the in­
centive, I should say, because you 
can then sue for a violation of civil 
rights and get money. I point out 
to you only, and I'm not com­
menting whether cops are good, 
bad or indifferent, I make my 
judgments of credibility of police 
officers; sometimes they're 
credible and sometimes they're 
not credible, so this has nothing to 
do with that aspect, but so far as I 
am aware the present percentage 
of successful suits for violations of 
civil rights in the federal courts is 
about 2% of all violations filed. 
That is my current information. 
So it's a very small percentage. 
Now, that doesn't mean that the 
police have a license to beat 
people up. A police officer is 
charged with upholding the law. 
He cannot put himself above the 
law nor can he administer justice 
himself — that's not his job. His 
job is to make arrests — if the per­
son resists or — I had a case 
where a man walked up to a police 
officer and put a knife to his 
neck. Well, that mari got wack-
ed over the head with a night 
stick from another officer who 
happened to come upon the scene. 
But there he was holding one of­
ficer at bay, with a 14 inch 
butcher knife and, okay, he 
got wacked over the head. Query: 
Could he have been overpowered? 
Maybe he could have, but maybe 
he could have sliced the officer's 
throat too. So there's always 
judgment calls, a big gray area of 
what you would have done, sitting 
there being an armchair phil­
osopher. You call the shots when 
you sit in the classroom; "Well, 
that's this or that's that" and then 
you debate it. But when somebody 
has to make a split second judg­
ment whether someone's going to 
kill you or not there's bound to be 
mistakes or overreactions. So, a 
lot of the cases fall into that area. 
It's easy to point your finger later 
and say well the cop overreacted. 
Now, there are also these cases 
which claim that police officers 
beat people up while taking con­
fessions from them and I am con­
vinced that most of that is 
fabricated because defendants, by 
the time they get to court, know 
that you tell the judge that the cop 
beat you up and you might get a 
judge or jury to believe it. Some 
people have been brutalized. 
There's no doubt about it, in my 
opinion. Then again on the other 
hand, when some 16 year old 
laughs and brags about some 96 
year old woman he raped and mur­
dered and strangled and then 
threw all the refrigerator — I had 
a case just like this — a 16 year 
old next door neighbor of a 96 year 
old lady, raped her, strangled her, 
stomped her, then opened her 
refrigerator, took everything out 
of the regrigerator and poured it 
over her dead body and then when 
the police came he laughed at it — 
he thought that was hysterical. 
Now, it wouldn't be surprising to 
me if somebody didn't get mad at 
somebody like that and haul off 
and wack them. Alright, a police 
officer's not supposed to do that 
theoretically, but when you are on 
the receiving end of all this — you 
know, when you look at the crowds 
of people that say "Yeah, we ought 
to do something about those 
people," y^u say, well a police of­
ficer isn't supposed to have those 
emotions. I am willing to admit 
that a police officer should not get 
emotionally involved in his cases, 
but sometimes he acts out what he 
shouldn't. In those cases, he 
should be responsible for it. But, I 
understand, sometimes, the emo­
tion. 
Then there's that other portion 
of the puzzle, and it's all very com­
plicated, so I make no judgment 
one way or the other. Where there 
are just some people who are evil, 
like some defendants who are just 
plain evil; they're rotten. There 
are some police officers, although 
the very smallest of percentages, 
who just shouldn't be police of­
ficers, they're just not cut out for 
the job, they're no good. 
The Delbert Africa situation is 
such a unique situation. I don't 
know whether those police officers 
knew a camera was on them, 
several cameras, including police 
cameras, by the way. There's no 
question in my mind that almost 
every police officer stationed out 
there knew that the entire house 
was under surveillance for months 
— pictures, stills, and moving pic­
tures and so forth. I don't think 
the police officers, however, were 
thinking that the cameras were on 
them, or cared for that matter. 
Now you can look at it any way 
you want, pro or against the Africa 
people. But you have to, if you're 
looking at the police viewpoint, I 
would say that after you've stood 
there and been vilified, spat upon, 
an officer has been murdered by 
somebody who now comes out 
meekly from a house, holding a 
baby in front of him, you can lose 
your temper. They did wrong. 
There's no question about it. But, 
I think under the circumstances, 
from what I've read, and I'm not 
forming any judgment because 
that's, again, a jury question, I 
can understand the overreaction 
of the police. That doesn't mean I 
forgive them or that they did right, 
but it's a lot less black and white 
than anybody would have you 
believe. 
Delbert Africa is now giving 
Myrna Marshall, the judge, the 
receiving end of an uninterrupted 
monologue of vilification: 
swearing, cursing, talking about 
her background . . . every ex-
plicitive possible. And, okay, she's 
going to sit there and take it. 
That's fine, because she's not in 
personal contact with them. But, 
there we sometimes when you. 
push somebody to the breaking 
point, and I think that's what hap­
pened to those officers. I think 
they really were pushed to the 
point where this person (who) has 
no regard for human life; pushed 
food out the window; living with 
rats and filth, and those people do 
live with rats and filth; talk about 
the sanctity of human life; kill a 
police officer; and then have some 
naked baby come out in front of 
them with their hands up — they 
want to surrender, that can make 
somebody pretty mad. So, the cops 
did wrong, there's no doubt about 
it, but I can see their viewpoint of 
it. It doesn't make the police in 
Philadelphia look very good, by 
the way, to have those pictures 
nation-wide but, that's how it is. 
BOOKING OVER BREAK 
by Tish Dugan 
The first time I took finals as a 
law student, the relief I felt as I 
finished that last one was like 
none (almost) that I had ever felt 
before. With a three week break 
ahead of me, I did not want to read 
even a newspaper, let alone a 
book. 
Whether it is because my exam 
preparation has dwindled a bit or 
merely thstt; I have become an old 
hand at this exercise in cramming, 
I now find myself looking forward 
to break so that I can do some 
serious reading — of my own 
choice that is. 
Nothing will get me more irate, 
however, thatt wasting my 
precious perusing on a bad book. 
Rather than waste my time with 
bestseller lists I tisk people who 
have actually read a book if they 
recommend it (usually the sales 
clerk in the book shop). If I 
disagree I may have wasted some 
reading time but I've got 
somebody to argue with about it. 
I am no book critic but for bet­
ter or worse here are some books I 
recommend. If they aren't worth 
spending some time with, I don't 
finish them; I have finished all of 
these. It should also be noted that 
they are not all recent (as much as 
a year and a half old) since good 
paperbacks are getting hard to 
come by let alone afford. 
At any rate, happy reading. If 
you disagree with me, at least 
you've got someone to argue with. 
Shogun by James Clavell — Is 
1210 pages about imperial Japan 
engulfed in a power struggle. It 
has adventure, intrigue, and sur­
prise. Page for penny it is worth 
the time and the $2.75. Read it 
now before the movie comes out 
and spoils the story. 
Behind Closed Doors by Bob 
Woolf — No, this isn't another 
book about Watergate. Written by 
the "Father of the Sports At­
torney," it tells the author's first­
hand experiences at wheeling and 
dealing for athletes so famous that 
even I recognized their names. His 
stories are enough to make any 
law student aspire to a tamer 
field, like litigation. 
The Final Conclave by 
Malochai Martin — This best­
seller has been the latest rage 
because it gives you a very inside 
look at what is behind the picking 
of the Pope. It is fascinating no 
matter what your faith, or lack of. 
The Fan by Bob Randall — 
This book is fantastic. The entire 
story is told in the correspondence 
of the Broadway star, her intimate 
circle, and the Fan. What starts 
out frivolous turns out vicious. 
The suspense of this book kept me 
reading so quickly that I finished 
it in one day. 
The Amityville Horror by Jay 
Anson — This oh-so-serious 
thriller is good for a few laughs. If 
you believe this one, I have some 
swamp land in Florida you might 
be interested in. 
Trinity by Leon Uris — This is 
by far Uris' best novel and one of 
the best books I have read in 
years; and that's not just because 
I'm Irish. The perfect mix of 
history and legend, this epic of 
Ireland will tug at your heart 
strings, get you excited, and make 
you smile; if it doesn't, law school 
has warped you. 
The Investigation by Dorothy 
Uhnak — Not as racy as the cover 
indicates, this is a well written 
^'who done it?" It's predictable 
but still suspenseful; you keep 
thinking it might just end dif­
ferently, and maybe it does. 
POLICE DEBATE 
(Continued from page 3} 
are in a terrible position and I 
think the blame is at the top and 
not the bottom," Coxe said. 
Coxe said O'Neill was "unfit to 
be Police Commissioner." O'Neill,, 
he charged, "has a policy of 
promoting persons who are 
repeatedly charged with beating 
up civilians." 
Peruto countered with some ad­
vice for law students: "$1200 is 
the average (per person) paid out 
in settlement (of charges of police 
brutality) by the City, because it 
costs $3,000 to defend (the officer 
in a jury trial) . . . it's a fast 
$1200. Take it on a 50 percent 
retainer and you'll get rich." 
He said he thought "90 percent" 
of the accusations by people 
arrested by police that the officers 
beat them were false, "but they 
know that's the way to do it." 
"There's nothing inherently im-^ 
possible about having a police 
department that behaves decen­
tly," Coxe said. 
The panel discussion was 
moderated by Professor Duane 
Nedrud from Delaware Law 
School. 
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MERRY CHRISTMAS 
From the Staff of The Docket 
Front Row (left to right); Photography Editor Diana Segletes, Kathy Yesenko, Editor-in-Chief Patricia M. 
Dugan, Tom Wilkinson; Back Row (left to right): David Schrager, Bruce Brinser, Associate Editor Chris 
Barbieri, Larry Phelan, Anne Garrell, Layout Editor Kevin O'Connor, Kate Harper, Senior Editor Bill 
Kamski; Missing: J. Matthew Wolfe, Rob Bleeker, and Phil Hyde. Faculty Advisor John Cannon. 
STUDENT FORUM 
Photo by Diana Segletes 
If you could have 
any one thing 
you wanted for 
Christmas, what 
would it be? 
Spurgeon Fields, Qass of '81: A Armahd Deilaporta, Class of '80: Mara Stratt, Class of '79: A job as Bill Luttrell, Qass of '79: Contact 
tee shirt that says, "Where are we. Outlines for all my second in-house counsel to Warren Lenses. No, change that, I want 
Collins, '78." semester courses so I don't have to Beatty. 
go to class. 
Photos by TIsh Dugan 
three decent roommates. 
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How 
Caveat: Although this article appeared in The 
Docket last fall and in other law school newspapers 
this spring, most students taking their examinations 
did not Ace their courses. 
By PROF. FREDERICK P. ROTHIVf AN 
Notice that it's one of the guys whg doesn't teach 
the first year courses who is sounding off on tech­
nique for taking first-year examinations. My com­
ments may lack credibility. In addition, they do not 
necessarily reflect the opinions of my colleagues, 
particularly those who do teach first-year courses. 
Read the question carefully. Focus on the 
question being asked. You are going to have to ad­
dress yourself to that question at some point; why 
not do so at the beginning of your answer? -If you 
were writing an interesting murder myster (a la 
Professor Dobbyn), you would want to save the best 
for last; but in a law school examination it is easier 
for the grader to follow your analysis if he knows 
your conclusion first. You would be surprised how 
many students write for hours without ever finding, 
much less answering, the question. 
Now that you know what you ate going to have to 
do (answer the question), you should suppress the 
impulse to begin to write. Before you read the first 
paragraph of the question, the person on your left 
will be writing. And before you find the issue, it will 
seem that most of the class is on its second blue-
book. Stifle your pen for one-quarter of the time 
suggested for answering the question. Often there is 
no single correct answer; and if there is one, it 
counts for nothing without analysis. Decide first 
what you want to say. This requires that you deter­
mine which facts go with what issues and which 
facts are irrelevant. That's right, professors are 
trick;; not all the facts are relevant The lawyer in 
practice comes across irrelevant facts; so must the 
examinee. 
Don't "Improve" the Question 
Worse than the irrelevant fact is the missing 
fact. If you discover that you must have additional 
information, explain why you need it. Don't assume 
the fact that makes resolution of the question easy. 
Give alternate assumptions and the analysis that 
follows from each. Under no circumstances should 
you assume facts which are not necessary in order to 
answer the question. 
The issues often have logical order. Would it not 
aid communication if you could ascertain and then 
follow that order? For example, there has to be a 
duty before there can be a breach of a duty. If there 
is uncertainty as to whether there is a duty and also 
as to whether certain conduct constitutes a breach, 
consider the uncertainties in that order. 
Use Time Effectively 
Many of the fast starters err by discussing all the 
points which are suggested by facts in the question. 
This wastes time. Often the significance of what the 
instructor is really asking doesn't sink in until the 
student's stream of consciousness is near com­
pletion. By then, there is insufficient time to do an 
adequate job. 
You should go into the examination with an over­
view of the course so that you can direct your at­
tention only to those points which need to be dis­
cussed in analyzing the question. The best answers 
tend to be comparatively short, to the point, well or­
ganized and analytical. They reflect more than the 
student's understanding of the substantive law and 
ability to appreciate the significance of facts; they 
also reflect the ability to exercise common sense. 
If the answer states a point of law which is in 
conflict with common sense, the writer notes the 
conflict and presents tirguments as to why the law 
ought to be changed. If the writer finds the law to be 
unsettled in that there are two or more positions 
taken by reputable authorities, he states each of the 
diverse positions and then explains why he favors 
one of them. 
Don't Restate Facts-
Do not restate the facts; this just wastes valuable 
time. The grader can read the question. State the 
issues in lawyerlike fashion. Bring into your analysis 
of the issues those facts which bear on those issues. 
Pretend that the grader is not the learned professor 
who taught the course. Instead, pretend that the 
grader is a non-legally trained adult. Explain the 
concepts that are relevant. Define terms of art. 
Don't leave out any steps in your analysis. Don't 
to ace a first year exam 
discuss irrelevant exceptions or qualifications to a 
rule unless you are arguing by analogy. 
Unimpressable Profs. 
Law professors are notoriously difficult to im­
press. If you know every case by name and can recall 
the last detail of every hypothetical, keep it a secret. 
Poor spelling and grammar are not merely uis-
tracting; sometimes they preclude communication. 
And, if your handwriting cannot be read or your ab­
breviations cannot be interpreted, there may be 
nothing on which to base a grade. Even if your hand­
writing can be read, but only with great difficulty, 
this may impede the process of communication to a 
point where your grade is adversely affected without 
the grader being conscious that this is having any ef­
fect. Some instructors will attempt to have the 
registrar contact you to break the code. Others take 
a "tough luck Charlie" attitude. Even if you cannot 
type, you can print. 
If you get to a point in your analysis where you 
cannot remember a particular legal principle, don't 
try to bluff. Indicate your recollection and then 
analyze the issue using alternate answers to the for­
gotten point. Don't omit the issue entirely, since rec­
ognition of the issue often earns substantial credit. 
If you run short of time — and this happens all 
too often, more by those who start to write before 
they have thoroughly analyzed the problem — copy 
your outline into your bluebook with a short note to 
the grader: Have only 5 minutes left for this ques­
tion." Do not give the question all the time you think 
it needs. Getting an Ace on that question and failing 
the rest of the examination will not put you near the 
top of the class. 
Naturally, there is an exception. If the examiner 
has suggested that you spend 90 minutes on a 
question and you have answered it with ease in 10 
minutes, stop, reread the question, and see if there is 
not another point which the examiner may want you 
to discuss. This process is especially important 
where you don't have to hit the other issues because 
of the reasonable conclusion you came to with re­
spect to the threshold question. Arguendo, decide it 
the other way. 
Generally, the issues are not clearcut. Each 
party can usually raise some nonfrivolous argument, 
even where it is not likely to succeed. Make it a 
point to look at all sides of each issue. 
Reread Your Answer 
When you finish your answer, take a couple of 
minutes to reread it. That missing "not" can be 
critical. The grader does not know that you meant to-
put it in. You may also find an inconsistency in your 
answer. 
If on rereading the question and your answer, you 
see an error, do not rip the pages from your 
bluebook. Put a note at the beginning of your answer 
which sets forth your sad discovery. Label your 
original answer "minority opinion," and at the end 
state the new majority opinion, incorporating the 
prior analysis where you can. 
(Continued on page 7) 
EDITORIAL 
Student 
"Services"? 
What use is a Student Services Center that's open only 
periodically and then not wth any consistent, regular 
hours? Any student who has tried recently to pick up a 
handout can tell you, is of no use. 
In the beginning of the semester the work-study staff 
did a good job of operating the center in the makeshift con­
ditions of the typing room. It seems that once the per­
manent quarters across the hall were opened, however, 
things went rapidly downhill for the students. The problem 
was probably not noticeable at first because innovative (or 
was it desperate) students noticed the lack of a lock in the 
door to the Center. With a quick glance over one's shoulder, 
it was in and out with the papers needed, and no one was 
the wiser. 
A few weeks ago the locks were installed in all of the 
newly constructed offices and things got really bad. Instead 
of pleading the time worn excuse that the Student Services 
Center was "out of it," unprepared students could inform 
professors that the Center had not been open since the last 
day's class to get the handout! This excuse was wholly be­
lievable and more than likely (and most unfortunately) ac­
curate. 
BALSA and the Women's Law Caucus have borne the 
brunt of the complaints because it has been their mis­
fortune to share a common entrance with "the Window." 
Angry students would voice their complaints and comments 
in the direction of the first open door they saw when time 
after time they had been greeted by a board instead of "Can 
I help you?" 
Now that exams are here, let's hope everyone had 
enough change to xerox the old finals in the library. 
Chances are good the Student Services Center was not open 
long enough to sell many of the pre-copied ones. Perhaps if 
enough people climb the extra stairs to the Administration 
Office and politely register their view of the problem, the 
Center may deliver the services it is supposed to deliver 
next semester. 
Somebody owes all of the students an apology for this 
semester. If it is posted when the window is closed, every­
body should see it. 
How to ace a first year exam 
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(Continued from page 6) 
Now for a word on the grading process. As far as 
I know, there are no curves or quotas. No one has to 
fail or get a D, and no grader is limited in the num­
ber of honor grades he may give. The Ace is the best 
that a law professor can expect of a law student un­
der exam conditions. You are not in competition 
with the instructor. He has spent more time thinking 
about the subject than you. In addition, he wrote the 
examination and knows what issues and traps it con­
tains. 
You are not in competition with your classmates 
either. The grader starts with a fairly accurate con­
cept of what is the best student performance he can 
ri^tfully expect — the Ace — and what kind of an­
swer would be professionally competent — the gen­
tle person's hook. You are also not in competition 
with the prior year's class. If your examination is 
harder — and to the examinee, his exam is always 
harder — then less can be expected. 
If this year's examination is easier, then more 
can be expected. And if this examination is unfair, 
then it is equally unfair to everyone in the class. The 
instructor should recognize this by the time he 
finishes grading and he can take it into account 
before he submits his final grades. 
Catch 22 
Most of the law school community appreciates 
that grades are not what they are cracked up to be. 
Few instructors will maintain that they can predict 
a student's potential to be a competent or out­
standing lawyer based on a three-hour examination. 
Students have abilities and perceptions which are 
not reflected in the way they take an examination. 
Examination conditions are different from the en­
vironment in which law is practiced. Many students 
receive their worst grades in courses in which they 
put the most time.and in which they learn the most. 
The examination system has its faults. Until the 
faculty finds a more accurate system, anonymous 
written examinations which are administered under 
time pressures will be with us. 
My suggestions are- hard—to- i-mplememt; 
Organization, analysis, ability to compose an 
English sentence, as well as the ability to stifle one's 
pen — they all sound reasonable, if not easy. But 
when the clock is running and the words are not 
flowing and you are having difficulty in getting a 
handle on the issues, knowing the "how-to" may not 
be sufficient. 
The remedy to this problem is also easy to state; 
in your study groups and in your outlines, practice 
verbalization of the legal concepts. If you try to ex­
plain proximate cause or promissory estoppel for the 
first time, the process is difficult and time con­
suming. The second time is much easier and faster. 
Don't wait for the examination to make your initial 
attempt to state the concepts. 
Now For "The Gold" 
The last bit of advice is perhaps the most im­
portant and the least likely to be heeded: turn your 
brain off by seven o'clock on the night before the 
examination. Cramming puts your brain under un­
usual strain. Give that computer enough time to sort 
things out. It will work better for you the next 
day and it will permit you to get a decent night's 
sleep. You will need it. 
You will also need some food. Eat something 
before the examination. I got hooked — no pun in­
tended — on steak. Some believe that chicken soup 
is best. 
If you are physically not up to taking the 
examination, let the administration know before the 
examination starts. Exercise good judgment. Don't 
wait for the grades to come out. Your excuse will 
sound like an alibi. 
It is unlikely that you will Ace all of your 
examinations. Those that you Ace will, of course, be 
due to the fact that you applied my advice to the let­
ter. And as to those you do not ace, obviously — 
("obviously" is a word used by students when a con­
cept is all but obvious, as is indicated by the fact 
that they can't think of a reason) — you have failed 
in the application. But in all of your endeavors, I 
wish you good luck. 
P.S. When one of my colleagues tells you that he 
or she disagrees with my suggestions, remember his 
' or her view-^'ot least on that person's examination! 
LAWYERS' GUILD PLANS BUSY YEAR 
by J. Matthew Wolfe 
Quoting from the Preamble to 
the Constitution of the National 
Lawyers Guild, "The National 
Lawyers Guild is an association 
dedicated to the need for basic 
change in (the structure of our 
political and economic system." 
Since it was founded in 1937, the 
Guild has been in the forefront of 
many changes. A great deal of its 
resources in the early years were 
spent providing legal support to 
the labor movement, and since 
that time they have taken stands 
to protect civil liberties and were 
actively involved in the black Civil 
Rights Movement. Presently, the 
National Lawyers Guild has over 
5,000 members, and sponsors 
eilternative programs on the local 
and national levels which are not 
offered by any other legal groups. 
The Chapter at Villanova has 
been a small but active or­
ganization. This year has seen an 
increase in the membership of the 
Chapter, as over 40 students have 
signed up. They still depend 
iMgely on a smaller core group 
who are dedicated to the ideals of 
the group. In an effort to avoid the 
creation of another bureaucracy, 
the chapter has no officers, but 
depends upon third year students 
to call meetings and use their ex-
perieiice to help run things. 
The Chapter at Villanova sees 
its primary function as edu­
cational, making the students 
aware of problems and alternative 
courses of action of which they 
might not have otherwise been 
aware. The Chapter welcomes 
controversey, recognizing that not 
everyone will agree with their 
points of view, but striving to 
make everyone look at various 
sides of an issue. This semester 
they plan to bring a total of three 
speakers and three films to cam­
pus. Stan Casper was this year's 
first speaker. He is a Guild At­
torney and public defender from 
San Francisco, and he spoke on 
the effects of Proposition 13 on 
legal services. Dave Ferleger has 
also spoken this year. He is active 
in suits dealing with legal rights 
for mental patients, and spoke on 
some of the cases which he is in­
volved in. Two films have already 
been shown this year. The first 
was a documentary dealing 
with the Weather Under­
ground, and the other was a film 
on nuclear energy. One more 
speaker and one more, film are 
plEuined for this semester. The 
"Law School Reorientation 
Manual" was recently passed out 
to first year students. This booklet 
attacks many traditional per­
ceptions of law school and the 
legal profession in general. 
The Guild also works on prob­
lems dealing with the internal run­
ning of the Law School. Last year 
they played a big part in getting 
the "Gilbert Law Summaries" 
into the bookstore, and this year 
they have formed an Ad Hoc Com­
mittee on Library Policy, which 
plans to make proposals to the Ad­
ministration to expand the library 
hours. They plan to estimate the 
student's needs and interest, make 
a study oil the policies at other 
area law school libraries, try to 
anticipate problems which will 
arise, and try and come up with a 
workable plan. The Guild will also 
co-sponsor an event with the 
Women's Law Caucus, and will 
begin work next semester, along 
with BALSA, to set up a scholar­
ship fund for minorities. Another 
Guild project will be a day long 
conference on Alternative Prac­
tices, where students will be able 
to look into employment in jobs 
such as public defenders, public 
interest lawyers, civil rights law­
yers, etc. In this way, the Guild 
feels that they fill a need in an 
area where the Placement Office 
is weak. 
The Villanova Chapter cooper­
ates with chapters at other area 
law schools, such as Penn, Tem­
ple, and Rutgers-Camden. All of 
these schools will send delegates 
to national and regional con­
ferences, where they will attend 
very valuable workshops and elect 
officers. The "Law School Re­
orientation Manual" was a 
cooperative effort of these four 
area schools. The National 
Lawyers Guild consists not only 
of law students, but also of 
lawyers and legal workers, and has 
a Philadelphia office which helps 
to coordinate work in the region. 
This year, the SEA allocated 
the Guild the highest budget of 
any group requesting money. The 
guild received money for three 
films. Each of the three speakers 
will receive $75.00 for expenses, 
and after each speaker's presen­
tation, an additional $15.00 will be 
used for refreshment, to promote 
discussion while the ideas are still 
fresh in the minds of the audience. 
Other budgets included operating 
expenses, such as copying, 
stationery, and stamps ($25.00), 
the "Law School Reorientation 
Manual" ($100.00), and the money 
needs to send delegates to the con­
ferences ($32.00). The Guild 
received a large allocation because 
of their reputation for running 
successful programs in previous 
years, and because of the nature of 
their program. Their program is 
always diverse, educational, and 
aimed at the entire student body. 
Photo by Diana Segletes 
Joan Dinerstein, WCAU anchor woman, was the keynote speaker at the 
ABA Roundtable held at VLS last month. See article page 1. 
Conquering The 
Hidden Job Market 
by Joan M. Beck 
Director of Placement 
Known Job Market Employers 
have been on-campus recruiting 
this fall in numbers surpassing 
previous years. However, em­
ployers in the Hidden Job Market 
rarely come on-campus. 
The Hidden Job Market em­
ployers represent the majority of 
legal jobs. These jobs are known to 
the general public, to employment 
agencies, or to placement offices. 
They are openings known by word 
of mouth or "in house." Generally 
they are those legal positions in 
small-to-medium size firms, cor­
porations, small businesses, local 
government agencies, and ad­
ministrative systems everywhere. 
Villanova law students who suc­
cessfully land jobs in the Hidden 
Job Market are good researchers 
and smart investigators. They use 
their research skills to evaluate 
their own strengths and focus 
realistically on employers. They 
gather information about a variety 
of types of employment which in­
terest them as well as specific in­
formation about each employer. 
Much information can be found in 
the Placement Office; some if it in 
portable form — employer contact 
lists with names of hiring part­
ners, general counsels or Villa­
nova alumni. 
Investigative skills are also 
used in ferreting out information 
and jobs in the Hidden Job 
Market. Law students need to 
identify "key" people to approach 
for employment. The key person 
in an organization is one who 
needs your services or would be 
receptive to personal contact or 
shares similar legal interests. Ob­
taining information often involves 
informally interviewing em­
ployees, former employers, or 
related associates. Building a net­
work of informants, scouts or 
sympathizers is essential for ob­
taining information, for learning 
about current job openings, and 
for circulating resumes announc­
ing availability. 
To be a good investigator and 
researcher in the Hidden Job 
Market requires time. Law stu­
dents are most successful when 
they can give a full time effort. It 
is encouraging to know that the 
Hidden Job Market employers are 
in business throughout the year — 
and that they hire throughout the 
year as well. 
Route 30, Paoli , 
NI 4-0549 
Every day till 9 p.m. 
A FRESH FISH MARKET 
Flounder. . . Scallops. . . Trout 
Clams . . . Lobster. . . Shrimp 
Blue . . . Sword 
Porgie . . . Whiting 
DAILY LUNCH OR 
DINNER SPECIAL 
$1.00 Complete Platter 
AN UNCOMMON CATERER 
for out of the 
ordinary events 
Specializing in clam bakes. 
APARTMENT 
To Sublet 
January 1979 
through 
June 1979 
2 Bedrooms 
2 Baths 
Furnished 
OR 
Unfurnished 
Five Minutes 
From School 
Rent Negotiable 
Call: Lee Stein 
Home: 527-4849 
Or 569-2000 
REGISTRATION 
When It is necessary to 
go to the Business Office in 
Kennedy Hall to pay tuition 
and pick up your ID Validation 
Sticker, you may be told "You 
are now registered." This is 
true as far as the Business Of­
fice is concerned, but it is still 
necessary to REGISTER AT 
THE LAW SCHOOL. Failure 
to do so may result in a $25.00 
late registration fee. 
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P.J.'s Take Softball World Series 
by Bill Luttrell 
The 1978 version of the Law 
School Softball world series was 
played recently, and in the final, 
the Permissive Joinder beat 
Uranus by the score of 8-4 to win 
the championship. 
When the regular season ended, 
the Hangmen and the IRA were in 
first pl^e in their respective 
divisions, with identical 5-0 
records. In second place in the 
National League were the P.J.s 
followed by the Derelicts. These 
three teams made the playoffs. 
In the American League, the 
first place IRA (Captained by 
Jim"soft sell" McKenna) were 
followed by Uranus and the Harm­
less Errors. All three of these 
teams made it into the playoffs. 
The remaining finishers in the 
American League were Togas, the 
Elmo Rangons, and the Avenging 
Aardvarks. 
In the first round of the 
playoffs, Uranus defeated the 
Derelicts by a 12-8 score. The 
P.J.s rallied four runs in the top of 
the last to pull out a 9-8 squeaker 
GSB's 
5V4% Pay-by-Phone 
savings account. 
It lets you 
pay creditors with 
a single phone call, 
instead of 
a raft of checks. 
Look at it this way. 
No one 
can eliminate the 
pain of biQ-paying. 
But at least GSB 
has shortened it. 
GERMANTOWN 
SAVINGS BANK 
Member FDIC 
2 Bala Cynwyd Plaza 
City line & Belmont Avenues 
Wynnewood Shopping Center 
Bryn Mawr; 840 Lancaster Avenue 
over the tough Harmless Errors. 
In the second round of the 
playoffs, the Hangmen and the 
IRA, both undefeated, were 
knocked off by second place 
teams. The P.J.s rallied for three 
runs in the bottom of the last to 
beat the IRA 9-8. Uranus came out 
with booming bats to silence the 
Hangmen by a 11-8 score. 
This set up the world series be­
tween Uranus (who lost in last 
year's World Series) and the P.J.s. 
The P.J.s jumped ahead in the 
early innings and Uranus never 
seemed to recover. The P.J.s won 
by the score of 8-4. Roger Huggins, 
Joe Cincotta and Professor Jim 
Manning each had fine days at the 
plate for the P.J.s. 
Admissions Director Sandy Moore (standing) and Admissions Secretary 
Mrs. Frances Scheid demonstrate a new admissions computer terminal 
used to access law school applicant's records. 
Admissions Office 
Gets Computer 
by Tom Wilkinson 
Villanova Law School is one of 
14 law schools in the country 
selected to take part in an ex-
f)erimental computer admissions 
data program this year. The 
Educational Testing Service 
(ETS) is sponsoring the project, 
which gives participating law 
schools direct access to ap­
plicant's files by means of a com­
puter terminal linked to ETS in 
Princeton, New Jersey. 
A computer telephone and a 
small line printer with a keyboard 
were recently installed in a corner 
of the Admissions and Financial 
Aid Secretary's Office. In its ef­
fort to promote and perfect what it 
calls the Law School Interactive 
System, ETS is providing com­
puter time free of charge, and has 
promised to repay the law school 
for all long distance phone calls 
used to connect to the master 
computer in Princeton. 
Admissions Director Sandy 
Moore anticipates that the pilot 
project will save the Admissions 
Office time and money. In prior 
years the law school's admissions 
data has been sent to the Com­
puter Center at considerable cost. 
This year, the terminal which will 
print applicants' admissions data 
and compile statistics has been 
loaned to the law school by the 
Computer Center, saving a rental 
cost of as much as $1300 a year, 
according to Ms. Moore. 
"The Interactive Systern is a 
brand new innovation at law 
schools," explains Sandy Moore. 
"The ETS computer has on file all 
the information found on the 
LSDAS report of every Villanova 
applicant." All the admissions 
people need do is type in the right 
codes and out pops the applicant's 
name, sex, age, home state, LSAT 
and writing ability scores, colleges 
attended and major field, GPA 
summary, admissions status, and 
more. 
In addition, the computer can 
be programmed to yield a wide 
array of statistical profiles of the 
applicant group, such as the num­
ber of applicants from New York, 
or all those with LSAT scores 
greater than 614. You asked for it, 
you got it. 
Ms. Moore says this is the 
second year ETS has offered the 
on-line access program to law 
schools. Villanova's application 
was one of only eight approved by 
ETS last summer, making it the 
only law school in the state to be 
included in the pilot project. 
Sandy Moore and admissions 
secretary, Mrs. Frances Scheid 
have begun to ready the system for 
full operation in time for the wave 
of applications which will swamp 
the Admissions Office over the 
next few months. "We will be 
doing a fair amount of double-
checking this year," Ms. Moore 
says, "to make sure our files are 
accurate." LSDAS reports for all 
applicants will continue to be 
mailed to the law school. A clear 
advantage of the system, Ms. 
Moore says, is that it will be 
possible for the Admissions Office 
to complete a student's file and 
submit it for decision to the Ad-
missiong Committee without 
waiting for ETS to go through its 
notoriously slow mailing pro­
cedure. 
ETS has worked hard to make 
their new Interactive System tam­
per proof by providing elaborate 
security measures. "Con­
fidentiality is critical," says Ms. 
Moore, because the computer can 
be programmed to change the out­
put — in other words, give the 
wrong data. Only Ms. Moore and 
Mrs. Scheid know the access pass­
word, and every time an incorrect 
password is entered ETS records 
it for possible investigation. 
Even if the right information is 
used to access the computer, the 
law school can only obtain in­
formation about their own can­
didates. For example, the ad­
missions decisions of other law 
schools concerning the same ap-
plicant(s) cannot be accessed. 
Ms. Moore is quick to assure 
current students and prospective 
applicants that the use of the com­
puter terminal will be confined to 
records-keeping. "The computer 
doesn't make any decisions," she 
says. "We don't just look at the 
numbers here. Every file will con­
tinue to be completely read by a 
human being." 
